
At W.H. Steiner, we consider ourselves to be Generational Wealth Educators. Our agents are dedicated to 
teaching the benefits of cultivating tax-free, generational wealth toward creating a legacy while protecting 
what's important each and every day.  We share this valuable information to ensure parents, grandparents, 
children, and employers/employees have the access to financial legacy they deserve.  

WWe have a passion for serving those who serve, particularly ministries of all denominations. Why? Because 
collectively, your dreams represent the collective of those you serve. Now, in our mission to serve, the power of 
financial freedom, and the influence that legacy facilitates, is yours to enjoy, teach, and share accordingly…  
Allow us to serve you in teaching simple concepts that will reap significant impact for you, and those you serve, 
for generations to come.

ABUNDANCE FOR ALL CHILDREN

“Through ministry parents and grandparents can learn how to provide their 
children a better start never seen in our nation’s history before.”             

     - W.H. Steiner
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Enroll your child today in a Universal Child Savings Program inside an Indexed Universal Life. Have peace of mind you 
have provided benefits that will protect your child for a lifetime, such as cash accumulation tax-free, withdraw money 
anytime, living benefits in the event you were ever diagnosed with a terminal, chronic, critical illness, and a death benefit. 
This is not a typical term life insurance coverage that you might already have in place, this is Advanced Insurance Market 
Product (AIMP) created for individuals that wish to create wealth for themselves and their family tax free. 
Accumulation is based on lifetime expectancy of age 85. 

 * * The below illustrated values are created to provide general information and reflects the historical returns in the 
S&P markets more specifically indexes like Barclays Trailblazer Sectors 5 Annual Point to Point with a Spread and a 
PAR Account with 1% Bonus. Each scenario might vary based on several factors. To be certain of all the options 
inquire with your authorized F&G Life appointed Insurance producer. Illustration reflects savings to age 65.

The Hedge of Protection 

Girl age 3  Grandparents funding $25 monthly till 65  / Retirement savings $500,000.00 ++ Living Benefits

See below example of a child’s Indexed Universal Life being funded by a grandparent


